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1 Introduction 
1.1 The DMS system 
Fundamentally, the DMS should constantly cycle through the following core steps:  

 draw channel data from the Data Acquisition System (DAQ);  
 elaborate this data and produce relevant Flags;  
 provide alerts in various formats in pre-defined conditions;  
 store the history of the Flags and associated metadata, e.g. alerts sent; 
 allow the user to visualize these flags and their history via a web user interface (WUI);  

 

Figure 1 – The DMS system. 
 
The information is displayed as a multicell table where each cell is named flag and it denotes 
the status of a specific item; the state of the flags reveal information relating to either a given 
channel or a combination of channels and related computations and expressions. 
 

1.2 Flag states 
Flags must be associated to one of the following states: 

Color Color definition State value State definition 
 Green 1 Standard working condition (OK); 
 Yellow 2 Non-standard working condition (Warning); 
 Grey 3 Data unavailable; 
 Dark-grey 4 Corrupted data 
 Red 5 Non-standard working condition (Error). 
 

1.3 Diagram block 
The easiest and most common way to reduce too sensitive red flags or false alarm notifications 
(which may lead to the point where the operators ignore it, and thus fails to bring attention to 
a hazardous situation) is an appropriate set/configuration of the alarm criteria; some other 
techniques have been implemented to reduce the alarm activation as displayed in the following 
block diagram. 



 

 

1.4 Channels data are written to downstream 
JSON-formatted files.

In this step, data are written to downstream JSON
main types of providers: they are built from the DAQ data by Moni processes connected to a 
common shared memory; and from so
 

1.4.1 DMS data providers connected to a shared memory
1.4.1.1 Moni processes 

The Moni processes are based on the Moni library package [VIR
to define a set of flags whose values are determined by subflags (called “
which are built by comparing to thresholds the result of computation made on a given input 
data channel taken from the DAQ stream. All the computed flag values are sent back to DAQ 
stream but also used to build the information (previously XML files, no
taken by the DMS. The processing of the input channels, the thresholds, the flags dependence, 
etc... are defined in one configuration file per Moni process.
For more details see also Moni processes
 

1.4.2 DMS data providers 
memory 

1.4.2.1 ComputingDMS

This tool is used to get the status of the 
JSON file to be read by the DMS.
The flags generated by this server are the ones displayed on
DAQ-Computing on the DMS page.
There are two kinds of information updated every 120sec:

 ping: performed by the server by a system command;
 cpu use, memory use, etc..

For more details see also ComputingDMS

Figure 2 – Diagram block. 

data are written to downstream 
formatted files. 

In this step, data are written to downstream JSON-formatted files. These data arrive via two 
main types of providers: they are built from the DAQ data by Moni processes connected to a 

from so-called other providers. 

DMS data providers connected to a shared memory
Moni processes  

The Moni processes are based on the Moni library package [VIR-074A-08]. This library allows 
to define a set of flags whose values are determined by subflags (called “Condition flag
which are built by comparing to thresholds the result of computation made on a given input 
data channel taken from the DAQ stream. All the computed flag values are sent back to DAQ 
stream but also used to build the information (previously XML files, now JSON formatted files) 
taken by the DMS. The processing of the input channels, the thresholds, the flags dependence, 
etc... are defined in one configuration file per Moni process. 

Moni processes, How-to for the Moni processes. 

DMS data providers not connected to a shared 

ComputingDMS 

This tool is used to get the status of the equipment connected on the network and build a 
the DMS. 

The flags generated by this server are the ones displayed on the second row of the section 
Computing on the DMS page. 

There are two kinds of information updated every 120sec: 
ping: performed by the server by a system command; 
cpu use, memory use, etc..: elaborated by the server making a query to

ComputingDMS, How to for the ComputingDMS process
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1.5 Data JSON files 
Each process providing data to the DMS system must do so using a standardized format. The 
datapayload should be provided using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).  
For more details see also Data JSON files details. 
 

1.6 The DMS server 
The DMS server is written in Python and its start/stop is incorporated into the Virgo Process 
Monitoring (VPM) application. For more details see also The DMSserver in detail, How-to for 
DMSserver. 
 

1.7 Alarm suppression 
1.7.1 Shelving Flags 
It is possible to shelve Flags for determinate lengths of time. Shelving means to hide the Flag 
entirely from the rest of the application. The history of the shelving of a Flag is recorded in 
order to available to users via the WUI. It is easily understandable to users when a Flag is in a 
shelved state. 
For more details see also The Shelving section, How to shelve-unshleve a condition flag. 
 

1.8 Alarm filtering for notification 
1.8.1 Persistence 
The DMS is able to manage checks on the persistence of an alert. In the event of an alert 
exceeding a pre-defined persistence time period, only at that the alert notification is sent. 
For more details see also How to configure a flag in the DMSserver with email notification, How 
to configure a flag in the DMSserver with sms notification. 
 

1.8.2 Muting Flags 
It is possible to mute alerts for a pre-determined length of time. When an alert is muted, its 
Flag continues to appear in the DMS WUI and its state continues to be displayed, but any 
associated alert notification is not sent. The history of the muting of an alert is stored and 
available to the user via the WUI. It is easily understandable to users when an alert is in a 
muted state. For more details see also The Muting section, How to mute-unmute a condition 
flag. 
 

1.9 Alarm filtering for displaying 
1.9.1 Visualization delay 
In order to avoid a constantly blinking WUI, DMS is able to delay the visualization of certain 
pre-defined Flags; the Condition Flags of which may fluctuate constantly around a given 
threshold. In the case of these Flags, from the moment in which one of its Condition Flags 
enters into a red state, the length of continuous time it passes in that state must be recorded 
and the Flag must only be set to red state in the event of a pre-determined time-length 
threshold being exceeded. 
For more details see also How to configure a flag in the DMSserver with 
“delay_before_visualization”. 
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1.9.2 Grouping Flags 
It is possible to group specific flags into a single overall group; the state of which takes on the 
state, i.e. the color, of the lowest common denominator flag in the group. For example, in a 
group called ‘flag_group’, made up of ‘flag_1’, ‘flag_2’ and ‘flag_3’, when ‘flag_1’ and ‘flag_3’ 
are green, but ‘flag_2’ is red, the overall ‘flag_group’ group must be red. 
For more details see also How to configure a flag in the DMSserver with “group”. 
 

1.10 Alert notifications 
The DMS is able to alert pre-defined users in the event that a certain Flag is in a certain state 
for a pre-determined length of time. It is possible for the DMS to send alerts in the following 
formats:  

 Sound - emitted via the WUI (when a Sound alert is emitted, the WUI must also display 
the flag so that it blinks for a pre-defined amount of time); 

 Email - sent to pre-defined users;  
 SMS - sent to pre-defined users; 

The DMS is be able to send alerts when a Condition Flag remains red for a pre-determined 
length of time. 
For more details see also The Alerts section, The DMS event monitor WUI, How to configure a 
flag in the DMSserver with email notification, How to configure a flag in the DMSserver with 
sms notification. 
 

1.11 Snapshot JSON file 
The DMS server creates a Snapshot JSON file every 10 seconds. 
The Snapshot JSON files are used by the WUI to display the status of the DMS at any given 
point in its past. 
Two types of Snaphot JSON file are stored: 

 one file called online.json, which stores the current state values, thresholds and 
comments. This file is over-written each time the thread handles the Snapshot JSON 
loop; 

 files called {GPS_TIME}.json, which display the values, thresholds and comments at 
a specific GPS time. 

For more details see also Snapshot JSON payload. 
 

1.12 Visualization of Flags and associated 
information via a WUI 

It is possible for users to access the Flag information via a WUI. This section details the various 
pages of the WUI that must be available. 
The Web User Interfaces (WUI) are written in HTML5, CSS7 and JavaScript8. Interaction with 
the under-lying DMS system is be done via PHP and AJAX.  
By default, on large and medium-sized screens, the WUI automatically refresh every 10 
seconds; although it is possible to pause this refresh via the WUI. 
The WUI, is responsive, i.e. it is automatically adapted to the dimensions of the screen being 
used – smartphone, tablet, desktop, laptop – and display the information in an easy to 
understand and accessible manner. This clearly has implications in terms of the ways in which 
the application displays information in the different sections, particularly in relation to the 
homepage and sub-system-details pages.  
Below the list of the available WUI: 

 the “Homepage”; 
 The Flag-shelving WUI; 
 The Flag-muting WUI; 
 The Dashboard; 
 Associated Condition-flag plots; 
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 The “DMS archive”; 
 The “DMS event log” 
 The “DMS playback”. 
 The “currently shelved condition-flags” 

For more details see also The Web User Interface, How-to for the homepage, How-to for DMS 
event monitor, How-to for DMS playback, How-to for DMS archive, How to for the DMS 
currently shelved condition-flags. 
 

1.13 The DMS publisher 
The DMS publisher is written in Python and its start/stop can be easily incorporated into the 
Virgo Process Monitoring (VPM) application. 
For more details see The DMSpublisher in detail. 
 

1.13.1 Archive snapshot 
In this phase the online snapshot is compressed into a zip file building the archive snapshots. 
This make possible to reconstruct the status of the DMS at a given moment when a request is 
made via the DMS playback WUI  
For more details see also Compression of Snapshot JSON files, The DMS playback WUI. 

1.13.2 Archive trend 
In this phase the publisher reads the data in the Raw tables of the Online database every 30 
minutes – this time is configurable – copies all data and then deletes any data that is more 
than 30 minutes old; again this time is configurable. It then converts them into JSON 
payloads, which are ultimately stored as Trend JSON files, which are, in turn, compressed into 
ZIP archives. The Trend JSON files are used when a request is made via the WUI to 
reconstruct the history of a given Conditional Flag. 
For more details see also Reading raw data and writing it to Trend, Compression of Trend JSON 
files, DMS archive. 
 

2 Moni processes 
 

2.1 Moni process configuration file 
Its parsing is done using the Cfg library developed in Virgo. The main keywords used by the 
Moni process are:  

 QC_JSON : followed by the path/name of the JSON formatted file which contains the 
Moni process results and the refresh period (in seconds) of this file.  

 QC_NAME: followed by the Moni_name that is used in the prefix of the name of the 
output flags.  

 QC_FLAG: followed by the name of the flag and a comment string to be used when the 
flag is on. 

 QC_MONITOR: followed by a “lock_status” string, the name of the flag it is associated 
to, the condition to be tested and a comment string to be used when the condition is 
not fulfilled. In addition, a second condition and a second comment string can be added 
to define a warning (yellow color in DMS) instead of an alarm (red color in DMS). Each 
configuration line beginning with the keyword defines a “Condition flag”. All the 
Condition flags associated to a given flag are used to set the value of the flag.  

For more details see also How-to for the Moni processes,  How to configure a generic channel 
in the Moni process, How to configure a channel with thresholds depending by the value of 
ITF_LOCK_STATE. 
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Figure 3 – Configuration file of TCSMoni. 

 

2.2 Moni processes mathematical functions 
The signal filtering is performed using some predefined mathematical functions that can be 
stated in the configuration file. The functions are the following: 

 mean(ChName,T): it computes the average value of the channel ChName over an 
interval of T seconds. For more details see also How to configure a channel computed 
with the mean() mathematical function. 

 rms(ChName,T): it computes the rms value of the channel ChName over an interval 
of T seconds. For more details see also How to configure a channel computed with the 
rms() mathematical function. 

 brms(ChName,T, Navg, f_min, f_max): it computes the rms value of the channel 
ChName over an interval of T seconds in the frequency band f_min f_max, averaging 
over Navg fft. For more details see also How to configure a channel computed with the 
brms() mathematical function. 

 dynamic(ChName, T): computes the difference max-min where max and min are 
computed over the duration indicated as second parameter (to monitor thatthe signal is 
moving different from zero). For more details see also How to configure a channel 
computed with the brms() mathematical function. 

 delta(ChName,T):computes the max of the absolute difference between two 
consecutive samples. The samples taken into account are those contained into a buffer 
having a duration of T seconds. For more details see also How to configure a channel 
computed with the delta() mathematical function. 

 exist: green flag if the channel is present (even if containing only zero) and red flag if 
absent. For more details see also How to configure a channel computed with the exist() 
mathematical function. 

 

3 ComputingDMS 
3.1 ComputingDMS configuration file 
Its parsing is done using the Cfg library developed in Virgo. The main keywords used by the 
ComputingDMS process are:  
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 JSON : followed by the path/name of the JSON formatted file which contains the Moni 
process results and the refresh period (in seconds) of this file.  

 RR: refresh rate of the process 
 CF:  it is a line to be considered as valid input; then every field separated by a blank 

space is: 
o Flag name in the DMS; 
o DNS name or IP address; 
o ganglia group name; 
o info to monitor; 
o arithmetical function over the values of the last hour; 
o low threshold for yellow flag (the flag is yellow if the value is higher); 
o low threshold for red flag (the flag is red if value is higher); 

 
For more details see also How to for the ComputingDMS process. 
 

 

Figure 4 –Configuration file of ComputingDMS. 
 

3.2 Available information 
The information about are the following: 

 PING; for more details see also How to configure a channel computed with the 
ping()function. 

 LOAD: load_1-min [number] , load_cpus [number], load_procs [number]; for more 
details see also How to configure a channel computed with the load()function 

 MEMORY: mem_use [Bytes], mem_share [Bytes], mem_cache [Bytes], mem_buffer 
[Bytes], mem_free [Bytes], mem_swap [Bytes], mem_total [Bytes]; for more details 
see also How to configure a channel computed with the mem_use ()function, How to 
configure a channel computed with the mem_swap()function 

 CPU: cpu_user, cpu_nice [%], cpu_system [%], cpu_wait [%], cpu_steal [%], 
cpu_sintr [%], cpu_idle [%]; for more details see also How to configure a channel 
computed with the cpu_user()function. 

 NETWORK: net_in [Bytes], net_out [Bytes]; for more details see also  
 

3.3 ComputingDMS mathematical functions 
The signal filtering is performed using some predefined mathematical functions that can be 
stated in the configuration file. The functions are the following: 

 none: no operations; mean: compute the mean in the last hour of samples;  
 max: compute the max in the last hour of samples; min: compute the max in the last 

hour of samples; 
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4 Data JSON files details 
Each process providing data to the DMS system must do so using a standardized format. The 
data payload should be provided using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). These data JSON 
files are defined in this section. 
 

4.1 Payload 

 

Figure 5 – QcTCSData.json, JSON file generated by the Moni process TCSMoni. 
 
The branches of the above payload are explained here 
Name Value Details Description 
frame_latency number float, 2 

decimal places 
The frame latency value received from 
theDAQ. 

frame_gps number integer The frame GPS time received from theDAQ. 
frame_number number integer The   frame   number   received   from   

theDAQ. 
frame_time string UTC The   UTC   date/time   received   from   
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theDAQ. 
provider string  The name of the provider - Moni script orother 

- that has written the data file. 
flags object dictionary Contains a dictionary of flag data. 
 
Flag names are used as the root index of the flags dictionary. To each flag-name index is 
associated another dictionary containing the following leaves: 
Name Value Details Description 
flag_state number integer The DMS flag state 
flag_dq_value number integer The   DMS   flag   value   for   use   in   

data-quality processing 
condition_flags object dictionary Contains a dictionary of data related to a 

condition applied to a flag. 
 
The index of the condition_flags dictionary is constituted of the related flag name, an 
underscore and an incrementing integer value, beginning at zero. For example: 
{flag_name}_0 
{flag_name}_1 
{flag_name}_2 
Each of these indices is associated to an associated dictionary, which contains the following 
elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
channel_name string - The name of the DAQ channel used 

in the condition. 
condition_flag_thresholds string - The   thresholds   against   which   

the channel data has been applied 
in order to arrive at the condition-
flag state. 

condition_flag_comment string - An underscore-delimited comment 
for use in describing why a 
condition-flag is in a non-standard 
state. 

condition_flag_computed_value number float The computed value that is 
compared to thresholds to set the 
condition-flag. 

condition_flag_state number integer The state of the condition-flag in 
DMS terms. 

condition_flag_dq_value number integer The value of the condition-flag for 
use in data-quality processing 

 

5 The DMSserver in detail 
 
Once started through the VPM, the DMS Server undertakes the following actions: 

 reads the latest Data JSON files; 
 checks whether the Provider is providing data; 
 elaborates the data and writes it to the Online Database; 
 removes old data from the Online table; 
 handles flag state; 
 handles alerts; 
 and, when required, creates Snapshot JSON files. 

The handling of flag states and alerts is not necessarily done in the order defined above, but is 
inter-changeable dependent upon the data provided. 
Each of these actions are detailed in this section: 

 Reading latest Data JSON files 
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At the start of the process, following the configuration phase, the DMS Server launches 
threads for 

each Provider. Each of these, concurrently, reads the contents of each of the Data JSON 
files and 

undertakes the following actions: 
o uses Python native JSON library to directly read the contents of each file into a 

Python dictionary. 
 Checking the provision of Provider data 

Following the reading and initial actions, each DMS-Server thread checks whether the 
Provider is correctly providing data. To do this, the thread gets the GPS time provided 
in the Data JSON files and compares it with the actual GPS time. If the difference 
between the two times is greater than that specified by the   
delay_before_unavailable_s variable, the Provider is considered to be inactive, the sub-
system dedicated to the Provider is displayed in the Data Unavailable state and the 
alert-handling process is triggered. Otherwise, the Provider is considered to be active 
and the elaboration of the data continues. 

 Elaborating and writing the online data 
Once certain that the Provider is not unavailable and up-to-date data is being provided, 
each DMS-Server thread undertakes the following actions: 
o checks whether each provider exists already in the database; where it does not 

exist, it inserts it, where it does, it updates the last-seen time; 
o checks whether each flag exists already in the database; where it does not exist, it 

inserts it, where it does, it updates the last-seen time; 
o checks whether each conditional flag exists already in the database; where it does 

not exist, it inserts it, where it does, it updates the last-seen time; 
o inserts the new data to the Online table and Raw table; 

 Removing the non-online data 
o The next step undertaken by each DMS-Server thread is to delete data associated to 

non-current GPS times from the Online table. 
 Handling flag state 

Each thread determines the state of each flag, taking into consideration any 
state_time_delayassociated to a specific flag in the tb_time_delay table; applying the 
following: 0 = delay has been reset; 1 = error state in progress; 2 = completed successfully 

 Handling alerts 
When handling alerts, each thread first undertakes the following actions: 
o checks if the state of a provider or condition flag is in error; 
o checks if an alert has been configured for this provider or condition flag; 
o checks that the flag has not been shelved; 
o checks that the flag has not been muted. 
If all of these checks are not met, the alert-handling process for the provider or 

condition flag is abandoned. Instead, if they are all met, the following actions are undertaken: 
o checks   the   persistence   -   the  alert_recipient_mail_persistance,  

alert_recipient_sound  and alert_recipient_sms_persistance - values, defined within 
the configuration, for each individual provider or conditional flag; 

o if the provider or conditional flag remains in error state beyond the persistence 
times, an associated alert is generated. 

 Creating Snapshot JSON files 
The Snapshot JSON files are used by the WUI to display the status of the DMS at any 

given point in its past. 
 
For more details see also How-to for DMSserver, How to stop and start the DMSserver. 
 

5.1 DMSserver configuration file 
The DMS Server is started via the VPM. It provides it with a configuration file, which is read by 
the VPM at the moment in which the Server is activated. 
 
The header 
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Certain variables are required by the VPM in a header by default. 
 
The body 
The remainder of the configuration file is dedicated to the definition of the manner in which 
flags are displayed and alerts are disseminated. 
The information that must be supplied in this part of the configuration file is divided into three 
main areas: 

 PROVIDER - the Moni or other processes supplying data to the DMS Server; 
 ALERT_RECIPIENT - address of recipient of a specific alert; 
 FLAG - the name of the flag. 

 
The PROVIDER group includes the following fields: 
Name Type Description 
file_path string The location of the providing file. 
provider_name string Alias of the provider, e.g. SuspMoni. 
delay_before_unavailable_s integer Period of time, in seconds, before the 

Provider is recognized as being 
Unavailable. 

alert_recipient_mail list Names of the ALERT_RECIPIENT groups 
that should receive an email alert. 

alert_recipient_mail_persistance integer The length of time, in seconds, required to 
have passed with the flag in Error state 
before email alerts are sent. 

alert_recipient_sms list Names of the ALERT_RECIPIENT groups 
that should receive an SMS alert. 

alert_recipient_sms_persistance integer The length of time, in seconds, required to 
have passed with the flag in Error state 
before SMS alerts are sent 

alert_recipient_sound_persistance integer An integer defining the number of seconds 
that need to pass before a default sound is 
played and the length of time for which the 
flag blinks in the WUI 

 
For more details see also How to configure a provider, How to configure an alert recipient, How 
to test an alert recipient. 
 

 
Figure 7 – DMSserver configuration file, PROVIDER part. 

 
The ALERT_RECIPIENT group includes the following fields: 
Name Type Description 
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alert_recipient_group string An alias given to the group to distinguish it from the 
others. 

alert_recipient_addresses list List of addresses (email, telephone)associated to the 
group. 

 
For more details see also How to configure an alert recipient, How to test an alert recipient. 
 

 
Figure 8 – DMSserver configuration file, ALERT_RECIPIENT part. 

 
The FLAG group includes the following fields: 
Name Type Description 
flag_name string An alias given to the flag to distinguish it 

from the others. 
subsystem string The name of the sub-system to which the 

flag is associated. 
display_row integer The row on which the flag appears in the 

associated sub-system area of the WUI. 
group_flag string Alias of the group flag to which the flag 

belongs, in the event of it forming a part 
of a wider group. 

delay_before_error_s integer Length of time, in seconds, that must pass 
before the flag is considered to be in error 
state. 

alert_recipient_mail list Names of the ALERT_RECIPIENT groups 
that should receive an email alert. 

alert_recipient_mail_persistence integer The length of time, in seconds, required to 
have passed with the flag in Error state 
before email alerts are sent. 

alert_recipient_sms list Names of the ALERT_RECIPIENT groups 
that should receive an SMS alert. 

alert_recipient_sms_persistence integer The length of time, in seconds, required to 
have passed with the flag in Error state 
before SMS alerts are sent. 

alert_recipient_sound_persistence integer An integer defining the number of seconds 
that need to pass before a default sound is 
played and the length of time for which 
the flag blinks in the WUI. 

 
For more details see also How to configure a flag in the DMSserver, How to configure an alert 
recipient, How to test an alert recipient. 
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Figure 9 – DMSserver configuration file, FLAG part. 

 

6 Snapshot JSON payload 
The Snapshot JSON files are used by the WUI to display the status of the DMS at any given 
point in its past. 

 

Figure 10 – OnlineSnapshot.json, JSON file generated by DMSserver. 
 
The branches of the above payload are explained here 
Name Value Details Description 
metatron_info object dictionary Contains a dictionary of Metatron data 
subsystem object dictionary Contains a dictionary of subsystem data 
active_comments object dictionary Contains a dictionary of active comments data 
active_muting object dictionary Contains a dictionary of active muting data 
group_flags object dictionary Contains a dictionary of group flags data 
dms_info object dictionary Contains a dictionary of dms info data 
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active_shelving object dictionary Contains a dictionary of active shelving data 
providers object dictionary Contains a dictionary of providers data 
active_alerts object dictionary Contains a dictionary of active alerts data 
configuration_info object dictionary Contains a dictionary of configuration info 

data 
flags object dictionary Contains a dictionary of flags data 
cond_flags_conflicts object dictionary Contains a dictionary of condition flags 

conflicts data 
 

6.1 metatron_info 

 

Figure 11 – OnlineSnapshot.json, metatron_info branch. 
 
metatron_info is used as the root index of a dictionary having the following keywords: 
Name Value Details Description 
state_info object dictionary Contains a dictionary of Metatron info data 
metadata object dictionary Contains a dictionary of metadata 

6.1.1 state_info 
state_into is a dictionary containing the following elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
state string  Current ITF state 
mode_lenght_s number integer Segment of the current ITF mode [S] 
state_lenght_s number integer Segment of the current ITF state [S] 
mode string  Current ITF mode 

6.1.2 metadata 
metadata is a dictionary containing the following elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
last_mode_change_time Number Integer UNIXTIMESTAMP of the last ITF mode 

change 
last_state_change_time Number Integer UNIXTIMESTAMP of the last ITF state 

change 
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6.2 subsystem 

 

Figure 12 – OnlineSnapshot.json, subsystem branch. 
 
The index of the subsystem dictionary is constituted of the related subsystem name and the 
codified value of the subsystem. For example: 
"Calib_Hrec": 5,  
"Environment": 3, 
 

6.3 active_comments 
active_comments is used as the root index of a dictionary that at moment is always empty 
because the functionality to add comment is not implemented. 
 

6.4 active_muting 

 

Figure 13 – OnlineSnapshot.json, active_muting branch. 
 
active_muting is used as the root index of a dictionary; the indexes of this dictionary are the 
flag-name of the flag currently muted. For example: 
mean_HVAC__CEB_HOT_CORR_60 
mean_HVAC__EER_COLD_TE_ERR_60 
To those flag-name index is associated another dictionary containing the following leaves: 
Name Value Details Description 
id_muting number integer Index of the related entry in the database 
 

6.5 group_flags 
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Figure 14 – OnlineSnapshot.json, group_flags branch. 
 
The index of the group_flags dictionary is constituted of the related group name and the 
codified value of the group. For example: 
"PR_Guard": 1,  
"TcsAl": 1,  
"ACS_WE": 1, 
 

6.6 dms_info 

 

Figure 15 – OnlineSnapshot.json, dms_info branch. 
 
dms_info is a dictionary containing the following elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
cond_flags_conflicts number integer Number of the current condition flags 

conflicts 
tot_providers number integer Number of the providers inserted in the 

database 
active_providers number integer Number of the providers read by the 

DMSserver 
active_flags number integer Number of the flags read by the DMSserver 
tot_flags number integer Number of the flags inserted in the 

database 
file_write_unixtimestamp number integer UNIXTIMESTAMP of the writing of the 

snapshot 
active_channels number integer Number of the channels (providers + flags 

+ condition flags) read by the DMSserver 
active_cond_flags number integer Number of the condition flags read by the 

DMSserver 
tot_channels number integer Number of the channels (providers + flags 

+ condition flags) inserted in the database 
tot_cond_flags number integer Number of the condition flags inserted in 

the database 
file_write_gps number integer GPS of the writing of the snapshot 
file_write_utc string  UTC of the writing of the snapshot 
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6.7 active_shelving 

 

Figure 16 – OnlineSnapshot.json, active_shelving branch. 
 
active_shelving is used as the root index of a dictionary; the indexes of this dictionary are the 
flag-name of the flag currently shelved. For example: 
mean_HVAC__MCB_2_COLD_CORR_60 
mean_HVAC__MCB_1_COLD_CORR_60 
To those flag-name index is associated another dictionary containing the following leaves: 
Name Value Details Description 
id_shelving number integer Index of the related entry in the database 
 

6.8 providers 

 

Figure 17 – OnlineSnapshot.json, providers branch. 
providers is used as the root index of a dictionary; the indexes of this dictionary are the 
provider-name. For example: 
InjMoni, 
InfraMoni 
To those provider-name index is associated another dictionary containing the following leaves: 
Name Value Details Description 
state number integer State (color) of the DMS subsystem  
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6.9 active_alerts 

 

Figure 18 – OnlineSnapshot.json, active_alerts branch. 
 
Active_alert is a dictionary containing the following elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
flags object list Contains a list of flags-names that has at 

least one condition flag in alarm 
DMS object dictionary Contains a dictionary of DMS alert data 
condition_flags object dictionary Contains a dictionary of condition flags alert 

data 
group_flags object list Contains a list of the current group-names 

that has at least one condition flag in alarm 
providers object dictionary Contains a dictionary of provider alert data 

6.9.1 flags 
the elements of the list are the flag-names that has at least one condition flag in alarm. 

6.9.2 DMS 
DMS is a dictionary containing the following elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
channels string  Number of the channel above the allowed 

threshold 
condition_flags string  Number of the condition flags above the 

allowed threshold 
condition_flags_conflicts string  Number of the condition flags conflicts 

above the allowed threshold 
flags string  Number of the flags above the allowed 

threshold 
providers string  Number of the providers above the allowed 

threshold 

6.9.3 condition_flags 
condition_flags is used as the root index of a dictionary; the indexes of this dictionary are the 
conditions flag-name who have an active alert. For example: 
mean_ENV_CEB__DUST_0P3UM_30 
mean_INF__WEB_HEATER_TE_IN_60 
To those conditions flag-name index is associated another dictionary containing the following 
leaves: 
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Name Value Details Description 
alert_sms_state number integer Current state of sms notification 
alert_email_state number integer Current state of email notification 
alert_sound_state number integer Current state of sound notification 
alert_notification_id number integer Index of the related entry in the database 

of the current notification 

6.9.4 group_flags 
the elements of the list are the group-names that has at least one condition flag in alarm. 

6.9.5 providers 
providers is used as the root index of a dictionary; the indexes of this dictionary are the 
providers-name who have an active alert. For example: 
CaliMoni 
EnvMoni 
To those providers-name index is associated another dictionary containing the following 
leaves: 
Name Value Details Description 
alert_sms_state number integer Current state of sms notification 
alert_email_state number integer Current state of email notification 
alert_sound_state number integer Current state of sound notification 
alert_notification_id number integer Index of the related entry in the database 

of the current notification 
 

6.10 configuration_info 

 

Figure 19 – OnlineSnapshot.json, configuration_info branch. 
 
Configuration_info is a dictionary containing the following elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
id_configuration_file number integer  
archive_path_json_configuration_file string  Path of the JSON 

configuration file 
archive_path_configuration_file string  Path of the configuration 

file 
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6.11 flags 

 

Figure 20 – OnlineSnapshot.json, flags branch. 
 
Flag names are used as the root index of the flags dictionary. To each flag-name index is 
associated another dictionary containing the following leaves: 
Name Value Details Description 
state_delay_before_error number integer  
flag_state number integer  
cond_flags object dictionary Contains a dictionary of data related 

to a condition applied to a flag. 
 
The index of the condition_flags dictionary is constituted of the related condition flag name. 
For example: 
mean_SPRB_DBOX_SBE_ps_temp_60 
mean_SPRB_DBOX_SBE_slot3_temp_60 
Each of these indices is associated to an associated dictionary, which contains the following 
elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
condition_flag_computed_value number integer  
condition_flag_comment string   
condition_thresholds string   
condition_flag_state number integer  
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6.12 cond_flags_conflicts 

 

Figure 21 – OnlineSnapshot.json, cond_flags_conflict branch. 
 
cond_flags_conflicts is used as the root index of a dictionary; the indexes of this dictionary are 
the conditions flag-name that have name conflicts. For example: 
mean_TFMoni_WEPCAL_PD1_PD2_60_Phase_10 
mean_TFMoni_WEPCAL_PD1_PD2_60_Phase_10 
The name conflict arises when the same channel is configured with the same criteria in two 
different  places; to those conditions flag-name conflict are contains other dictionary having 
the root index of the condition flag-id of the database. For example: 
10162 
10166 
Each of these indices is associated to a dictionary, which contains the following elements: 
Name Value Details Description 
unix_cr number integer UNIXTIMESTAMP of the first insertion in the 

database 
unix_up number integer UNIXTIMESTAMP of the last update in the 

database 
flag_name string  Name of the flag  
provider string   
 

6.13 Notes on the Snapshot JSON payload 
While much of the Snapshot JSON payload is easily understandable, a few points should be 
taken into consideration when using it: 

 the Snapshot JSON files do not contain the GPS start and stop times for alerts, muting 
or shelving. Instead they contain the values inserted to the database in relation 
whether they are 

active or not; 
 the alert_email_state, alert_sound_state and alert_sms_state default to a -1 value 

meaning that no alert of that type has been triggered. This value exists only in the 
Snapshot JSON files and not in the Online Database. This is because, where no alert is 
present, related alert information is obviously not stored in the database. However, the 
Snapshot JSON file, in order to provide a coherent and reproducible payload, must 
provide each of the  alert branches regardless of whether an alert of that type is 
associated to it or not; 

 the active alerts, shelving, muting and comments dictionaries are populated only by 
those conditional flags that are actually considered to be in any of those states at that 
moment. 
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7 The DMSpublisher in detail 
The Publisher undertakes the following specific actions: 

 compression of Snapshot JSON files; 
 reading of raw data from the Online Database and writing it to trend; 
 removing raw data from the Online Database, once it has been written to trend; 
 compression of Trend JSON files. 

This section describes each action in detail. 
The Publisher runs every 10 seconds compresses the Snapshot JSON files. Every 30 minutes, it 
also converts the raw data to trend and compresses the results. 
These parameters are configurable within the Publisher code. Furthermore, the Publisher is 
designed so that it can be paused as and when required, yet, on restart, recover the complete 
archive process, i.e. if paused, it simply begins to archive all those Snapshot files that have 
been produced during the period of time in which it has been offline. 
The Publisher is written in Python. 

7.1 Compression of Snapshot JSON files 
When compressing the Snapshot JSON files, the Publisher undertakes the following actions: 

 creates a JSON file that serves as an index in order to make finding the correct 
information again later, as easy as possible; 

 checks if an open archive file in ZIP format is available, if not, it creates one. If an open 
file is available,   it   uses   it.   The   new   archive   file   uses   the   naming   
convention: {GPS_TIME_OF_FIRST_FILE_IN_ARCHIVE}.zip; 

 gets any available Snapshot JSON files and puts them into the currently-open archive; 
 updates the index file with the new information; 
 deletes those original Snasphot JSON files that have been archived. 

 

7.2 Reading raw data and writing it to Trend 
The publisher reads the data in the Raw tables of the Online database every 30 minutes - this 
time is configurable - copies all data and then deletes any data that is more than 30 minutes 
old; again this time is configurable. It then converts them into JSON payloads, which are 
ultimately stored as Trend JSON files, which are, in turn, compressed into ZIP archives. 
The Trend JSON files are used when a request is made via the WUI to reconstruct the history 
of a given Conditional Flag. 
 

7.3 Compression of Trend JSON files 
Periodically, the Publisher takes any data older than 30 minutes within the buffer files and 
transfers it directly to files that exist within the DMS Server memory and transfers them 
directly to a dedicated ZIP archive within the dedicated archive sub-directory. This leads to the 
production of archives 
 

8 The Web User Interface 
8.1 The homepage  
The main-screen area display the sub-system and flag information. Each sub-system and flag 
have a dedicated container, the background color of which depends upon the associated state. 
he homepage of the WUI should provide the following functionality: 

 Flags, grouped into Subsystems, displaying the name of the flag, within a container 
taking the color of the Flag state; 
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 each Subsystem must have a container that takes the color of the state of the lowest-
common denominator Flag within the Subsystem; exact details are described in the 
subsequent sections 

of this paper; 
 clicking on a Flag should provide details on the state of the Subsystem, with the focus 

being on the called Flag; 
 clicking on a Subsystem should provide details on the state of the Subsystem; 
 general information, including: 

o current UTC time, in the following format, e.g.: 'Fri Nov 18 11:09:58 2016'; 
o current GPS time, in seconds, e.g.: 1163502615; 

 information on the status of the interferometer: 
o ITF mode, e.g.: COMMISSIONING; 
o ITF State, e.g.: LOW_NOISE_3 

 
The WUI is divided into the following main containers: 

 a top bar - which sits in a fixed position at the top of the screen; 
 a main-screen area - the whole main screen area; 
 a group of buttons - this is available to the right-hand-side of the screen. These buttons 

include links to display the following: 
o a dashboard; 
o the all-flag list; 
o a log of all alerts; 
o the shelving interface; 
o the muting interface; 

 a fixed-width left-sided container, which slides-in from the left-hand side of the screen 
when called and is used to display the following information: 
o a history of all alerts; 
o the shelving interface; 
o the muting interface. 

 a dashboard - a responsive left-sided container, which fits to 95% of the width of the 
screen and displays a general DMS overview 

 an individual-flag-details container, which fits to 90% of the width of the screen and is 
used to display individual flag-details, when called; 

 a covering modal - a modal container that slides-in from the top of the screen and is 
used principally to provide users with generic information, such as warnings 

For more details see also How-to for the homepage and How to open the DMS homepage. 
 

 
Figure 22 – DMS homepage 
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8.1.1 Subsystem states 
The exact color a Subsystem container takes depends upon the lowest-common denominator 
Flag within that Subsystem and follows the logic described here: 

 Subsystem Green - All Flags Green; 
 Subsystem Yellow - At least one Flag Yellow and all other Flags Green; 
 Subsystem Grey - At least one Flag Grey and all other Flags are not Red and are not 

Dark Grey; 
 Subsystem Dark Grey - At least one Flag Dark Grey and no Flag is Red; 
 Subsystem Red - At least one Flag Red 

 

8.1.2 The individual-flag-information section 
This section displays in the dedicated container and is automatically refreshed every 10s. 
The following information is displayed in relation to the specific called flag: 

 the called flag; 
 if the flag is a group flag, the flags that constitute the group flag; 
 the condition flags from which the flag (and any group-composition flags) is composed. 
 the history - state, value, alert-notification, shelving and muting - of the specific flag; 
 the possibility to shelve and/or mute the flag; 
 a configurable plot showing, by default the last 30 minutes, of the life of the flag; 
 the possibility to show plots of the associated condition flag(s). 

In addition, it is possible in this page to select up to three more flags, against which the first 
flag can be compared 
For more details see also How to open the individual-flag-information section 
 

 
Figure 23 – DMS individual-flag-information section 

 



 

8.1.2.1 Detail of the individual

Figure 24 – detail of the individual
 Flag: it is name shown in the homepage
 Sub-sys: it is subsystem to which the flag belongs
 Alerts: if present it indicates that the flag has been configured to send alert. Three kind 

of icons denotes the type of notification:
email notification 

 sms notification 

 sound notification 
By passing the mouse over the icon you can get info about the alert configuration:

 Delay: it indicates the status of the visualization delay
  

 

It shows that this is a group.
 Sub- and condition flags: starting 

condition flags; 
 
The info for each condition flag are the following

 ID: is the ID associated to each condition flag;
 Condition flag criteria and thresholds;
 Condition flag current value;
 Condition flag comment associated to yellow or red flag
  link to the shelving interface

 link to the muting interface;
 link to the associated plot;

This is a group 

he individual-flag-information section

 
detail of the individual-flag-information section

Flag: it is name shown in the homepage, it could be also a group. 
sys: it is subsystem to which the flag belongs. 

Alerts: if present it indicates that the flag has been configured to send alert. Three kind 
of icons denotes the type of notification: 

 
By passing the mouse over the icon you can get info about the alert configuration:

 
Delay: it indicates the status of the visualization delay 

It shows that this is a group. 
and condition flags: starting from here there is the list of flags and related 

The info for each condition flag are the following 
ID: is the ID associated to each condition flag; 
Condition flag criteria and thresholds; 
Condition flag current value; 

ent associated to yellow or red flag; 
shelving interface; 

link to the muting interface; 
link to the associated plot; 
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information section 

information section 
 

Alerts: if present it indicates that the flag has been configured to send alert. Three kind 

By passing the mouse over the icon you can get info about the alert configuration: 

from here there is the list of flags and related 
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 link to the DMS event monitor; 

 link to the DMS archive; 
 a plot of the last 30 minutes that can be open/closed by clicking on the icon  

8.1.3 The Dashboard 
The dashboard provides information describing the current state of the DMS. It shows 
information including: 

 User information; 
 Sound alert acctivation; 
 100 most recent events: alert-notification, recently-shelved flags, recently-muted flags; 
 links to open the “DMS event monitor WUI” and the “DMS currently shelved flags WUI” 
 a list of all flags currently in conflict; 

For more details see also How to open the dashboard. 

 
Figure 25 – DMS dashboard 

 

8.1.4 The Alerts section 
In this section, the 500 most recent alerts are displayed. 
For each alert, the following information is displayed: 

 the UTC time at which the notification was sent; 
 the name of the Provider, Flag, Condition-Flag for which the notification has been sent; 
 the message string sent with the notification; 
 the recipients that received the notification; 

For more details see also How to open the alerts section 
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Figure 26 –DMS alert section 

 

8.1.5 The Shelving section 
In this section, condition-flags currently shelved displayed. 
For each shelving, the following information is displayed: 

 the UTC time at which the shelving was inserted; 
 the name of condition-flag for which the shelving has been done; 
 the name of the user that made the shelving; 
 the UTC time at which the shelving starts; 
 the UTC time at which the shelving ends; 
 the reason of the shelving 

For more details see also How to open the shelving section, How to shelve-unshleve a 
condition flag. 

 
Figure 27 – DMS shelving section 
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8.1.6 The Muting section 
In this section, condition-flags currently muted are displayed. 
For each shelving, the following information is displayed: 

 the UTC time at which the muting was inserted; 
 the name of condition-flag for which the muting has been done; 
 the name of the user that made the muting; 
 the UTC time at which the muting starts; 
 the UTC time at which the muting ends; 
 the reason of the muting 

For more details see also How to open the muting section, How to mute-unmute a condition 
flag. 

 
Figure 28 – DMS muting section 

8.1.7 Associated Condition Flag plots 
When selected this provides recent information on the state of the called Condition Flag. This 
takes the following form: 

 by default the “up-sampled” data are displayed, with the option to choose the “down-
sampled” data. “up-sampled” data are the last 30 minutes of data sampled every 10s 
while the “down-sampled” data are the last 3 weeks of data sampled every 60s. 

 In the “up-sampled” data mode the plot is automatically refreshed every 10 seconds; 
 In the “down-sampled” data mode the plot is paused; 
 the data are zoom-able; 
 it is possible to pan across previous and successive time periods; 
 the background provides a shaded representation of the alert state associated to the 

Condition Flag during the selected time period; 
 there is the possibility to pause the refresh of the plot; 
 there is the possibility to download the plot as a png image. 

For more details see also How-to for Associated Condition Flag plots. 
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Figure 29 – associated condition flag plots 

 
 

8.1.8 Responsiveness 
The sub-systems display differently dependent upon the size of the screen being used.  
On small screens, the DMS main-screen area display as follows on small-screens: 

 
Figure 30 – DMS homepage on small screen 

 
Note that, as long as performance allows, clicking on a flag should not open a new page in the 
browser, instead it should simply display the information that by default is hidden within the 
page, via a JavaScript onclick event. 
Clicking on the name of the sub-system should re-close the sub-system, i.e. re-hide the 
associated flags. 
Clicking on an individual flag shows its detailed information in the left nav-bar. 
 
 

8.2 The DMS event monitor WUI 
The DMS event log WUI shows the following DMS events: 

 shelving events: new shelving, shelving expired, manual unshelve; 
 muting events: new muting, muting expired, manual unmute; 
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 SMS alert notification; 
 EMAIL alert notification; 
 SOUND alert notification 

 
Events are associated to one of the following color: 

Color Event type 
 shelving 
 muting 
 SMS 
 EMAIL 
 SOUND 
 
Through the section on the left it is possible to set some search criteria; the detail search 
provides a variety of searchable options. These have been tailored in such a way as to produce 
easily manageable and modifiable result sets. 
The possible searchable areas are: 

 Event type 
 Condition flag 
 Time window 

The events are listed on the right part in ordered way; from the most recent to the less recent. 
For more details see also How-to for DMS event monitor. 

 

 
Figure 31 – DMS event monitor 

 

8.3 The DMS playback WUI 
ThePlay-back section allows users to display the DMS in the exact configuration and state in 
which it was at a given GPS time or between two different GPS times. 
In the event of a single GPS time being selected, the main-content area ceases to display the 
currentDMS and instead shows the image at the requested time. 
If both GPS-start and GPS-stop times are provided, then main-content area again ceases to 
display the current DMS information and instead shows the state between the two times. By 
default, the WUI loops through the snapshots within the GPS-time range, changing them with 
a customable frequency. However, the user is be able to pause/un-pause the play-back as well 
as change the play-back speed; both in terms of speeding it up and slowing it down. 
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Figure 32 – DMS playback, “snapshot” display 

 

 
Figure 33 – DMS playback, “info and debug” display 

 
There is the possibility to select the desired display: 

 Snapshot: is the standard visualization of the DMS; 
 Info and debug: is a different visualization of the DMS in which all the info contained in 

the JSON payload are shown in a more readable way. 
The JSON payload can be downloaded and uploaded. 
 
A dedicated python script, called GetPlaybackLinks, can be launched to get directly the link to 
a desired snapshot. The script needs as argument the GPS start and the GPS stop, it extracts 
from the archives all the snapshot between the two GPS and provides the URLs.   
 
For more details see also How-to for DMS playback. 
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8.4 The DMS archive WUI 
The DMS archive section allows user to retrieve one year of information on the state of the 
called Condition Flag. The information is organized in twelve boxes; one box for one month. 
Each box behaves as the plot associated to a condition flag. 
The user can select: 

 Time window: 
o Last 12 months; 
o Year 2017, 2018, etc …; 

 The sampling rate of the plot: 
o 60s 
o 600s 
o 1800s 
o 3600s 

 The y scale: 
o autoscale; 
o manual scale: 

 y min; 
 y max; 

 the plot resolution 
o x width [px] 
o y width [px] 

 
For more details see also How-to for DMS archive. 
 

 
Figure 34 – DMS archive 

8.5 The DMS currently shelved condition-flags 
WUI 

The DMS currently shelved condition-flags shows the detailed information about the condition 
flags currently shelved. The information can be ordered by “ASC” or “DESC” by clicking on the 
specific column. After authentication the user can add additional note to the shelving, build a 
report to store an HTML file and also to un-shelve the condition flag. 

For more details see also How to for the DMS currently shelved condition-flags. 
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Figure 35 – DMS currently shelved condition-flags 

9 DMS workflow 
This section describes with same example how a flag can be created from scratch: from the 
configuration of a Moni process, passing to the configuration of the DMS and then the 
visualization on the WUI. 

9.1 Moni process configuration 
 

… 
QC_MONITOR * ACS_DET_ALARMED  "mean(HVAC..DET_FLUX_IN,10)<1000"         "Possible AHU failure" 
… 

Figure 36 – InfraMoni.cfg, detail of the configuration for ACS_DET_ALARMED  
 

9.2 Moni process output: JSON payload 
"ACS_DET_ALARMED": { 
         "flag_state": 5, 
         "flag_dq_value":1, 
         "condition_flags" : { 
            … 
            "ACS_DET_ALARMED_04": { 
               "channel_name": "HVAC..DET_FLUX_IN", 
               "condition_flag_thresholds": "mean(HVAC..DET_FLUX_IN,10) < 1000", 
               "condition_flag_comment": "Possible_AHU_failure", 
               "condition_flag_computed_value": 10402.7, 
               "condition_flag_state": 5, 
               "condition_flag_dq_value": 1 
            }, 
            ...   

Figure 37 – QcInfraMoni.json, flag ACS_DET_ALARMED branch 
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9.3 DMSserver configuration 
… 
FLAG ACS_DET_ALARMED           Infrastructures   1   ACS_DET                600   
CONDITIONING_MAIL,OPERATION_MAIL     600    CONDITIONING_SMS   600    0 
… 

Figure 38 – DMSserver.cfg, detail of the configuration for ACS_DET_ALARMED  
 

9.4 DMSserver output: snapshot JSON payload 
… 
"subsystems": { 
        ... 
        "Infrastructures": 3,  
        ... 
}, 
"group_flags": { 
        …,  
        "ACS_DET": 1,               
       ...,               
}, 
"active_shelving": { 
        ... 
        "mean_HVAC__DET_FLUX_IN_10": { 
            "id_shelving": 916 
        }, 
        ...  
}, 
"providers": { 
        ...  
        "DetMoni": { 
            "state": 1 
        },  
        ... 
}, 
"flags": { 
         ..., 
         "ACS_DET_ALARMED": { 
            "state_delay_before_error": 0,  
            "flag_state": 1,  
            "cond_flags": { 
                     ..., 
                     "mean_HVAC__DET_FLUX_IN_10": { 
                         "condition_flag_computed_value": 10402.7,  
                         "condition_flag_comment": "Possible_AHU_failure",  
                         "condition_thresholds": "mean(HVAC..DET_FLUX_IN,10) < 1000",  
                         "condition_flag_state": 1 
                    }, 
                    ... 
                }    
            }, 
            .... 

Figure  39 – online_snapshot.json, flag ACS_DET_ALARMED branch 
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9.5 Homepage 

 

Figure 40 – DMS homepage, individual-flag-information section for 
ACS_DET_ALARMED, associated condition flag plots for ACS_DET_ALARMED 

 

9.6 DMSpublisher: reading raw data and 
writing it to Trend 

ctrl6[/data/archive_dms/trend/conditional_flags/archive]: ll 
drwxrwxr-x. 2553 virgorun virgo    98304 Dec 15  2017 2017 
drwxrwxr-x. 4485 virgorun virgo   172032 Dec 23 19:33 2018 
drwxrwxr-x. 3366 virgorun virgo   135168 Apr  2 17:36 2019 
 
 
ctrl6[/data/archive_dms/trend/conditional_flags/archive/2018]: 
abs_Dh_lat 
abs_NE_Dh_lat 
… 
drwxrwxr-x. 2 virgorun virgo   44 Dec  1 00:28 mean_HVAC__DET_FLUX_IN_10… 
… 
WE_Dh_lat 
WE_Dh_lon 
 
ctrl6[/data/archive_dms/trend/conditional_flags/archive/2018/mean_HVAC__DET_FLUX_IN_10]: 
01.zip 
02.zip 
… 
11.zip 
12.zip 

Figure  41 – content of the folder  

9.7 DMSpublisher: compression JSON snapshot 
ctrl6[/data/archive_dms/archive_snapshots]: ll 
total 257763584 
-rwxrwxrwx. 1 virgorun virgo   544746804 Sep 12  2017 1189074163.zip 
-rwxrwxrwx. 1 virgorun virgo   535867367 Sep 13  2017 1189214934.zip 
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-rwxrwxrwx. 1 virgorun virgo   535011050 Sep 15  2017 1189353246.zip 
… 
-rw-rw-r--. 1 virgorun virgo   652417981 Mar 31 03:21 1237925177.zip 
-rw-rw-r--. 1 virgorun virgo   651368959 Apr  1 08:40 1238030424.zip 
-rw-rw-r--. 1 virgorun virgo   658070236 Apr  2 14:25 1238135996.zip 
-rw-rw-r--. 1 virgorun virgo    78787826 Apr  2 17:50 1238243059.zip 

Figure  42 – content of the folder 

9.8 DMS event monitor WUI 

 
Figure  43 –DMS event monitor WUI 

 

9.9 DMS playback WUI 

 
Figure  44 – DMS playback WUI 
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9.10 DMS archive WUI 

 
Figure  45 – DMS archive WUI 

 
 

10 How-to 
10.1 How-to for the Moni processes 
The operation described below can be performed only by expert users. In case of doubt please 
contact the operation team. 

10.1.1 How to configure a generic channel in the Moni 
process 

 Check that the channel is available in the DAQ 
o To do this you can use Datadisplay and connect to online provider to search for 

the desired channel; if present in the list it can be defined.  
 Edit the Moni configuration file 

o From VPM open the configuration file of the Moni process 
o Set the FDIN_TAG in the header section; you have to specific the prefix of the 

channel: V1_ENV, V1_HVAC, … 
o Define the channel; the generic syntax of the row is the following: 

keyword ITF_LOCK_state Flag 
name 

mathematic
al function 
of the 
channel and 
thresholds 
for red flag 

comment 
associated 
for the red 
flag 

mathematic
al function 
of the 
channel and 
thresholds 
for yellow 
flag 

comment 
associated 
for the 
yellow flag 

 

QC_MONITOR * TubePumpsNorth  "0<VAC_TUBE600N..PR1<0.3" "600 N Turbo could have a problem"        
"*<0.1"   "TBD" 
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QC_MONITOR * TubePumpsWest  "VAC_TUBE600W..PR2<1e-7"           "600 W Turbo could have a problem"     
"*<2e-8"  "TBD" 

 Stop and restart the process 

10.1.2 How to configure a channel computed with the 
mean() mathematical function 

QC_MONITOR * TCS_zone  "18<mean(ENV..TCS_CHILROOM_TE,30)<28.0" "Temperature in TCS Chiller Room 
is too High/Low"   "*<26.0"   "Temperature in TCS Chiller Room is quite High" 

10.1.3 How to configure a channel computed with the 
rms() mathematical function 

QC_MONITOR * DetectionLab  "rms(ENV_EDB_MIC,10)<0.1" "Microphone on External Detection Bench is too 
high" 

10.1.4 How to configure a channel computed with the 
brms() mathematical function 

QC_MONITOR * MC_Hall  "brms(ENV_MC_ACC_Z,1,10,3,500)<0.004"     "Accelerometer at MC tower is too 
High, brms(0.1Hz to 1000Hz)" 

10.1.5 How to configure a channel computed with the 
delta() mathematical function 

QC_MONITOR * EnvServers  "delta(ENV..EAB1_TE,1800)>1e-08"  "EnvServer frozen" 

10.1.6 How to configure a channel computed with the 
exist() mathematical function 

QC_MONITOR * ExistChannel  "exist(HVAC..CEB_HOT_CORR)>0"     "channel not aquired" 

10.1.7 How to configure a channel with thresholds 
depending by the value of ITF_LOCK_STATE 

QC_MONITOR *to124.5 B2_8MHz_DPHI   "-100<mean(LSC_B2_8MHz_DPHI,60)<100"  "nn" 
QC_MONITOR 125to*   B2_8MHz_DPHI   "-0.4<mean(LSC_B2_8MHz_DPHI,60)<0.4""B2_8MHz phase mistuned"
 "-0.2<*<0.2"  "B2_8MHz phase mistuned" 
 
QC_MONITOR *to149  B1p_DC_rms"rms(LSC_B1p_DC,30)>0""B1p_DC is fluctuating too much" 
QC_MONITOR 149.5to* B1p_DC_rms "rms(LSC_B1p_DC,30)<0.003" "B1p_DC is fluctuating too much 
"rms(LSC_B1p_DC,30)<0.0015" "B1p_DC is fluctuating" 
 
QC_MONITOR *to40.5 ExtPLL  "SQZ_PLL_Ext_Status>-1" "ExtPLL unlocked!"     
QC_MONITOR 41to* ExtPLL  "SQZ_PLL_Ext_Status>1.5" "ExtPLL unlocked!" 
 

10.2 How to for the ComputingDMS process 
The operation described below can be performed only by expert users. In case of doubt please 
contact the operation team. 
To add a channel in this process you must edit the configuration file and then stop and restart 
the process from VPM. 

10.2.1 How to configure a channel computed with the 
ping()function 

CF    ping(olserver38)   olserver38  olserver38.virgo.infn.it   None   ping    None   0    0 
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10.2.2 How to configure a channel computed with the 
cpu_user()function 

CF    cpu_user(olserver38) olserver38 olserver38.virgo.infn.it   New_Olservers  cpu_user max 70  90 

10.2.3 How to configure a channel computed with the 
load()function 

CF load(olserver137)  olserver137 olserver137.virgo.infn.it   DMS load_1-min   max  7    10 

10.2.4 How to configure a channel computed with the 
mem_use ()function 

CF  mem_use(olserver137)   olserver137  olserver137.virgo.infn.it  DMS mem_use  max 10e9 11e9 

10.2.5 How to configure a channel computed with the 
mem_swap()function 

CF mem_swap(olserver137)  olserver137 olserver137.virgo.infn.it    DMS  mem_swapmax1e9  2e9      
 

10.3 How-to for DMSserver 
The operation described below can be performed only by expert users. In case of doubt please 
contact the operation team.  
 

10.3.1 How to stop and start the DMSserver 

 
Figure  46 – DMSserver application in VPM 

 
The DMSserver can be stopped and restarted from the VPM; the application name is: 
DMSserver. 
 

10.3.2 How to configure a provider 
 Check that the provider you are interested in is writing a JSON file; 
 Get the path of the JSON file; 
 Edit the DMS configuration file; 

PROVIDER  /opt/MonitoringWeb/buffer_dms/json_qcmoni/QcInfrastructuresAlarmedData.jsonInfraAlarmedMoni     
0None    0    None00 

 Stop and restart the server 
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10.3.2.1 How to configure a provider with 
“delay_before_unavailable_s” 

PROVIDER  /opt/MonitoringWeb/buffer_dms/json_qcmoni/QcInfrastructuresAlarmedData.jsonInfraAlarmedMoni 
60None    0    None00 

10.3.2.2 How to configure a provider with email notification 

PROVIDER  /opt/MonitoringWeb/buffer_dms/json_qcmoni/QcInfrastructuresAlarmedData.jsonInfraAlarmedMoni 
60OPERATION_MAIL600 None00 
 
ROVIDER  /opt/MonitoringWeb/buffer_dms/json_qcmoni/QcSuspensionsData.json                                       SuspMoni  
120  OPERATION_MAIL,SUSP_MAIL 600 None 0 0  

10.3.2.3 How to configure a provider with SMS notification 

PROVIDER  /opt/MonitoringWeb/buffer_dms/json_qcmoni/QcInfrastructuresAlarmedData.jsonInfraAlarmedMoni 
60OPERATION_MAIL600 OPERATION_SMS6000 
 
PROVIDER  /opt/MonitoringWeb/buffer_dms/json_qcmoni/QcSuspensionsData.json                                       SuspMoni  
120  OPERATION_MAIL,SUSP_MAIL 600 OPERATION_SMS,SUSP_SMS 600 0  

10.3.2.4 How to configure a provider with SOUND notification 

PROVIDER  /opt/MonitoringWeb/buffer_dms/json_qcmoni/QcInfrastructuresAlarmedData.jsonInfraAlarmedMoni 
60OPERATION_MAIL600 OPERATION_SMS60060 
 
PROVIDER  /opt/MonitoringWeb/buffer_dms/json_qcmoni/QcSuspensionsData.json                                       SuspMoni  
120  OPERATION_MAIL,SUSP_MAIL 600 OPERATION_SMS,SUSP_SMS 600 0  
 

10.3.3 How to configure an alert recipient 
The operation described below can be performed only by expert users. In case of doubt please 
contact the operation team.  

10.3.3.1 How to configure an alert recipient for email notification 

ALERT_RECIPIENT OPERATION_MAILuser1@ego-gw.it 
 
ALERT_RECIPIENT SUSP_MAILuser2@ego-gw.it, user3@ego-gw.it 

10.3.3.2 How to configure an alert recipient for sms notification 

ALERT_RECIPIENT SUSPENSIONS_SMS 393381212345,338585987 
 
ALERT_RECIPIENT OPERATION_SMS 393383535265 
 

10.3.4 How to test an alert recipient 
The test can be done by clicking on a dedicated buttons on the VPM after authentication. The 
buttons are in the DMSServer section. 
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Figure  47 – DMSserver application in VPM, testing alert recipient 
 

10.3.4.1 How to test an email recipient 

 Click on the button “Test recipient mail”; 
 In the modal window write the value of the recipient you are interested in to test in the 

input text; 
 Click the button “Send Command and Close Window”; 

 
Figure  48 – DMSserver application in VPM, testing alert recipient. 

 

10.3.4.2 How to test an SMS recipient 

 Click on the button “Test recipient SMS”; 
 In the modal window write the value of the recipient you are interested in to test in the 

input text; 
 Click the button “Send Command and Close Window”; 

 
Figure 49 – DMSserver application in VPM, testing alert recipient. 

 

10.3.5 How to configure a flag in the DMSserver 
The operation described below can be performed only by expert users. In case of doubt please 
contact the operation team.  
 

 Check that the flag and its condition flags are available in the JSON payload generated 
by one DMS provider; this operation can also done by looking at the status of the 
related Moni server in the VPM checking the “lost” signals. 

 Check that the DMS provider is properly configured in the DMS configuration file; 
 Edit the DMS configuration file; 

FLAG NI_Guard_Trigger    Suspensions   2   None  0 None 0 None 0 0 
 Stop and restart the server 

10.3.5.1 How to configure a flag in the DMSserver with “group” 

FLAG NI_Guard_Trigger    Suspensions   2   NI_Guard  0 None 0 None 0 0 

10.3.5.2 How to configure a flag in the DMSserver with 
“delay_before_visualization” 

FLAG NI_Guard_Trigger    Suspensions   2   NI_Guard30 None 0 None 0 0 
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FLAG NI_IP    Suspensions   2   None    30    None       0    None      0     0 

10.3.5.3 How to configure a flag in the DMSserver with email 
notification 

FLAG NI_Guard_Trigger    Suspensions   2   NI_Guard30 OPERATION_MAIL,SUSP_MAIL600  None 0 0 
 
FLAG NI_IP    Suspensions   2   None    0SUSP_MAIL500    None      0     0 
 

10.3.5.4 How to configure a flag in the DMSserver with sms 
notification 

FLAG NI_Guard_Trigger    Suspensions   2   NI_Guard30 OPERATION_MAIL,SUSP_MAIL600 OPERATION_SMS 
900 0 
 
FLAG NI_IP    Suspensions   2   None    0None0SUSP_SMS600     0 
 
FLAG NI_F7    Suspensions   2   None    0None0None01800 
 

10.4 How-to for the homepage 
10.4.1 How to open the DMS homepage 
The link to open the DMS homepage is the following: 

https://dms.virgo-gw.eu/ 

it can be open only from the internal network (or after firewall authentication). 

10.4.2 How to open the individual-flag-information section 
To open the information of the individual flag you have to click on the flag you are interested 
in at the level of the homepage. 

10.4.3 How-to for Associated Condition Flag plots 

10.4.3.1 How to open the associated condition flag plot 

 Open the individual-flag-information section for the desired flag 

 Click on the icon  

If you want to open a dedicated window containing the plot you can click inside box 
containing the plot just open. 



 

Figure 50 – how to open 

10.4.3.2 How to switch from up

 Open the dedicated window containing the plot.
When you open the associated condition flag plot the default visualization is “up
(30 minutes of data sampled every 10s).

To switch from “up-sampled data” to “down

To switch from “down-sampled data” to “up
 

Figure 51 – how to 
 

10.4.3.3 How to zoom

The plot can be zoomed in both axis: X, Y. 
 

 Open the dedicated window containing the plot.

how to open the associated condition flag plot

How to switch from up-sampled/down-sample

Open the dedicated window containing the plot. 
When you open the associated condition flag plot the default visualization is “up
(30 minutes of data sampled every 10s). 

sampled data” to “down-sampled data” click on the icon 

sampled data” to “up-sampled data” click on the icon 

how to switch from up-sampled/down-sampled data

How to zoom, un-zoom and pam a plot 

The plot can be zoomed in both axis: X, Y.  

dedicated window containing the plot. 
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the associated condition flag plot 

sampled data 

When you open the associated condition flag plot the default visualization is “up-sampled data” 

” click on the icon  

sampled data” click on the icon  

 
sampled data 



 

 
To zoom the plot: 

 click the left button of the mouse
 drag the mouse 
 release the left button of the mouse

 
To un-zoom the plot: 

 double-click of the left button

Figure 52 –
To start pamming the plot: 

 keep pressed shift+ctrl+left mouse button
 move the mouse 

10.4.3.4 How to pause

 Open the dedicated window containing the plot.
To pause a plot: 

 Click on the icon  
To play a plot: 

 Click on the icon  
 

Figure 
 

10.4.3.5 How to download

 Open the dedicated window containing the plot.

click the left button of the mouse 

release the left button of the mouse 

button of the mouse. 

– how to zoom, un-zoom and pam a plot

keep pressed shift+ctrl+left mouse button 

How to pause-play a plot 

Open the dedicated window containing the plot. 

Figure 53 – how to pause-play a plot 

download a plot as png 

Open the dedicated window containing the plot. 
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a plot 

 



 

 Click on the icon  
 

10.4.4 How to log into
To log into the system: 

 Click on the icon on the top right side of the homepage to open a modal window 
insert the user detail 

 Enter your user details 
 Click on the button Sign-

Figure 
 
To know if the user is logged: 

 Pass the mouse over the icons 
To log out the system: 

 Click the icon on the top right side of the screen
 

10.4.5 How to open the dashboard

 Click on the icon  on the right side of the homepage;

10.4.6 How to open the alerts section

 Click on the icon  on the right side of the homepage

10.4.7 How to open the shelving section

 Click on the icon  on the right side of the homepage

10.4.8 How to open the muting section

 Click on the icon on the right side of the homepage

 

 

How to log into-out the system 

on the top right side of the homepage to open a modal window 

-in 

Figure 54 – how to log into-out the system 

Pass the mouse over the icons  ,  on the top right side of the screen

on the top right side of the screen 

How to open the dashboard 

on the right side of the homepage; 

How to open the alerts section 

on the right side of the homepage 

How to open the shelving section 

on the right side of the homepage 

How to open the muting section 

on the right side of the homepage 
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on the top right side of the homepage to open a modal window to 

 

on the top right side of the screen 
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10.4.9 How to shelve-unshleve a condition flag 
 Log into the system 

To shelve a condition flag: 
 Open the individual-flag-information section for the desired flag; 

 Click on the icon  to open the shelving section; 
 Fill the form; 
 Click on the button Shelve 

 
Figure 55 – how to shelve-unshleve a condition flag 

 
To un-shelve a condition flag: 

 Click on the icon  on the right side of the homepage to open the shelving section; 
 Search the condition flag you want to un-shelve; 
 Click on the button Un-shelve. 

 
Figure 56 – how to shelve-unshleve a condition flag 

 
Another dedicated way to unshelve a condition-flag is to use the “DMS currently shelved 
condition flags”, see How to for the DMS currently shelved condition-flags. 
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10.4.10 How to mute-unmute a condition flag 
 Log into the system 

To mute a condition flag: 
 Open the individual-flag-information section for the desired flag; 

To be noted that only alarmed flag can be muted. 
 Click on the icon  to open the mute section; 
 Fill the form; 
 Click on the button Mute 

 
Figure 57 – how to mute-unmute a condition flag 

 

To un-mute a condition flag: 

 Click on the icon on the right side of the homepage to open the muting section; 
 Search the condition flag you want to un-mute; 
 Click on the button Un-mute. 

 
Figure 58 – how to mute-unmute a condition flag 
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10.5 How-to for DMS event monitor 
10.5.1 How to open the DMS event monitor 
The DMS event monitor can be open in two ways: 

 By clicking on the link Go to Event Monitor from the dashboard; 

 By clicking on the icon of the condition flag 
 By clicking on Condition-Flag name in the table of the Events in the DMS Event monitor 

page. 
The first option opens the homepage of the DMS event monitor with no filter criteria pre-
configured. 
The second and third options  open the DMS event monitor with the events associated to the 
condition flag from which the application has been called. 
 

10.5.2 How to know the last events in a specified time 
window 

 Open the DMS event monitor from the dashboard 
 Check all the events in the “Select event type” box inside the “Filter toolbar” section 
 Check the option “Select all” in the “Select condition flag” box inside the “Filter toolbar” 

section 
 Set the time window in the “Select time window” box inside the “Filter toolbar” section 
 Click on the button Submit 

 
Figure 59 – how to know the last events in a specified time window 

 

10.5.3 How to know a specific events for specific condition 
flags a specified time window 

 Open the DMS event monitor from the dashboard 
 Check only the events you are interested in the “Select event type” box inside the 

“Filter toolbar” section 



 

 Select only the condition flag
inside the “Filter toolbar” section

 Set the time window in the “Select time window” box inside the “Filter toolbar” section
 Click on the button Submit

10.5.4 How to know 
 Click on the icon of the event in column  Events of the search result.

10.6 How-to for DMS playback
10.6.1 How to open the DMS playback

 By clicking on the icon 
 Coping the URLs provided by 

10.6.2 How to start
 Open the DMS playback from DMS homepage

To start the playback: 
 Set “UTC start” on the “Filter toolbar” section
 Set “Snapshot rate” on the “Filter toolbar” section
 Set “Snapshot pause” on the “Filter toolbar” section
 Click on the icon  

To pause the playback: 
 Click on the icon  

To restart the playback: 

 Click on the icon  
To stop the playback: 

 Click on the icon  
 

Figure 60 –
 

10.6.3 How to download 
 Stop or pause the playback

 Click the icon  in the “Json File” box on the left section

Select only the condition flags  you are interested in the “Select condition flag” box 
inside the “Filter toolbar” section 
Set the time window in the “Select time window” box inside the “Filter toolbar” section
Click on the button Submit 

How to know details of the event 
Click on the icon of the event in column  Events of the search result.

to for DMS playback 
How to open the DMS playback 

 on the right side of the DMS homepage. 
Coping the URLs provided by other API. 

start-pause-stop the playback 
Open the DMS playback from DMS homepage 

Set “UTC start” on the “Filter toolbar” section 
Set “Snapshot rate” on the “Filter toolbar” section 
Set “Snapshot pause” on the “Filter toolbar” section 

– how to start-pause-stop the playback

How to download the snapshot JSON payload
playback 

in the “Json File” box on the left section 
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you are interested in the “Select condition flag” box 

Set the time window in the “Select time window” box inside the “Filter toolbar” section 

Click on the icon of the event in column  Events of the search result. 

 

 

 
stop the playback 

JSON payload 
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10.6.4 How to upload the snapshot JSON payload 
 Open the DMS playback from DMS homepage 

 Click the icon in the “Json File” box on the left section 

10.6.5 How to switch the display 

 To switch from “Snapshot” to “info and debug” click the icon in the “Display” box on 
the left section 

 To switch from “info and debug” to “Snapshot” click the icon in the “Display” box on 
the left section 

10.7 How-to for DMS archive 
10.7.1 How to open the DMS archive 

 Open the individual-flag-information section for the desired condition-flag; 

 Click on the icon  to open the DSM archive for desired condition-flag 

10.7.2 How to edit summary plots 
 Open DSM archive for desired condition-flag 

 Click on the icon  on the top left side of the page 
 Set the “Period” 
 Set the “Y scale” 
 Set the “Sampling” 
 Click on the button SUBMIT 

 
Figure 61 – how to edit summary plots 

 

10.7.3 How to edit custom plots 
 Open DSM archive for desired condition-flag 
 Click on the icon  on the bottom left side of the page 
 Set the “Plot title” 
 Set the “Y scale” 
 Set the “Sampling” 
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 Set the “time window” 
 Set the “plot dimension” 
 Click on the button SUBMIT 

 
Figure 62 – how to edit custom plots 

 

10.8 How to for the DMS currently shelved 
condition-flags. 

10.8.1 How to open the DMS currently shelved condition-
flags. 

The DMS event monitor can be open by clicking on the link Go to shelved flags checklist from 
the dashboard. 

10.8.2 How to order the results 
The results can be order by: 

 “Shelved by” ASC / DESC; 
 “Date shelving” ASC / DESC; 
 “Flag” ASC / DESC; 
 “Condition-flag” ASC / DESC; 
 “UTC start” ASC / DESC; 
 “UTC stop” ASC / DESC; 

This can be achieved by clicking on the related field on top of the table. 

 
Figure 63 – results orderd by “date shelving” DESC 
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10.8.3 How to log into the system 
To log into the system: 

 Click on the icon on the top right side of the homepage to open a modal window to 
insert the user detail 

 Enter your user details 
 Click on the button Sign-in 

To know if the user is logged: 
 Pass the mouse over the icons  ,  on the top right side of the screen 

To log out the system: 
 Click the icon on the top right side of the screen 

10.8.4 How to view the list of the reports 

 Click on the icon   on the right side of the homepage 

10.8.5 How to build the report 
 Log into the system 

 Click on the icon  on the right side of the homepage 
 

10.8.6 How to un-shelve a flag 
 Log into the system 

 Click on the icon  on the related condition flag 

 

11 Documentation 
 

 DMS - Snapshot of the system 
 DMS - Presentation at Detchar meeting 
 New Detector Monitoring System (DMS) Software Project 
 New Detector Monitor System (DMS) User Requirements 
 Meeting DAQ/Automation/DMS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


